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The transformation of public administration was among the most important tasks after 
the Compromise of 1867. The legislators introduced measures for the establishment of the 
regional and local subsystems of the centrally subordinated state organisation. In terms of 
their antecedents, there was a significant difference between the organisation of municipalities 
before 1848 and in the dualistic era.

The rights of municipalities were fundamentally determined in their letters patent issued 
in the feudal period, which included their privileges, immunities and obligations Municipal 
organisations prior to 1848 were characterised by the following: a) they participated in 
legislation by way of their envoys; b) by virtue of their local authority, they were the only 
entities entitled to enforce laws and governmental decrees within their territory; c) they 
administered their internal affairs themselves, by way of their own officials; d) they elected 
their own officials; e) they were entitled to make new statutes within their territories; f) they 
had their own, authenticated seal and archives, as well as their own treasury to cover the costs 
of public administration.

Before the acts of 1848, the envoys of the counties each had a vote in the national 
assembly (diet), while those of the free royal cities had a single combined vote. It was due to 
this significant superiority that the old counties were called «the guards and the bastions of the 
constitution", since they were able to exercise, by way of their envoys, considerable influence 
over policymaking on the national level.’ Municipalities «prior to 1848 were not so much the 
partners of the autonomous counties, bur rather tools in the hands of the monarch'

Prior to 1848, free royal citiei were directly under the supervision of the Council of 
rnor General, to which they submitted their minutes and their budget for approval, 

nicipalities were in a true state of guardianship, unlike counties.1 In addition, the supervision 
of the Hungarian Chamber was also exercised with respect to economic and especially financial 

sures.
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The organisation o f municipalities was characterised by the following The most important 
corporate body was the council. The body of magistrates was in charge of tasks of public 
administration and justice, what is more, they elected the most important officials of the city 
such a s the chief justice, the m ayor and the captain The other corporate body was the .elected 
com m unity“, the size of which was adjusted to  the population, and which participated in tn,* 
elections o f officials and the administration of economic issues They had to be consulted on all 
major financial and economic questions*. From among these two bodies, the council was the 
superior one.

There were also offices in this period for which they required professional qualifcations 
These offices included those of the town-clerk, the municipal attorney, chief engineer and the 
chief surgeon The foundations on which specialised administration was to develop can already 
be observed at this time.

The power struggles between various bodies, a s well as the deficiencies inherent m 
the regulations o f public administration, resulted in a situation in which it would have been 
necessary to  rationalise the organisation and procedures of cities as soon as possible however 
this w as hindered by the dicasterial system. The reform of free royal cities seemed politically 
too  risky In addition, the leading layers of the municipal population was not keen on reform 
either „To som e extent they could have been justified in thinking that in the feudal diet the 
discussion o f the municipal issues would take place ‘about them -  without them '” whicn claim 
w as supported by the fact that the free royal cities only had a single vote m the lowe’ House 
It w ould  have been necessary to reinterpret the relationship between the municipalities and 
the central government. The result of this was the continuation of the earlier legal practice so 
m uch so  that the municipal council as the most important corporate body survived also into 
the dualistic era. The definition of the scope of authority of certain municipal officials (mayor, 
tow n clerk) fundamentally relied on feudal elements

In the reform  age. an increasingly pressing problem was municipal reform, as a result 
o f which in the 1843/44 session of the diet the issue was already raised in the form of 
a bill. The organisation of cities had to be regulated in such a way that they shoulc receive 
protection against the .usurpation o f power exercised by the counties*“. The proposed law was 
introduced by Móric Szentkirályi, and included the following important provisions Municipal 
statutes would be submitted to the Council of Governor General The bill provided a precise 
definition and the scope o f municipal ordinances. This meant supervision with respect to 
cities'. A  significant part o f municipal citizens would have enjoyed civil rights The bill also 
precisely defined the conditions of settlement in a city, as well as contained provisions on
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in the city It defined the scope of authority of municipal bodies, m terms of cnminai. 
Ite and administrative law* The bill regulated the municipal assembly’s scope of tasks in 

sense. For the provisions of certain tasks, committees could have been set up In the 
tration of municipal affairs, the bill intended to establish the «stitution of mmor 
ties, which would have included municipal officials and representatives as well 

It also intended to establish independent civil guards, as well as discontinue the institution of 
ital commissioners by way of giving supervision to the Council of Governor General 

The Upper House did not support the bill due to the wide scope of crvit rights it would 
have granted and due to the changes m the governmental supervision For the grantng of civil 
rights, they wanted to have a high rating on the basis of property, and they proposed that the 

stitution of inspector general be introduced The cities refused to accept that the government 
have influence on the running of the cities The efforts of free royal cities were aimed 

at freeing themselves from the guardianship of the government and to achieve the .living of 
Hungarian life within the frameworks of their own self-government*" They wished to extend 
the scope of provisions adopted by the local authorities to be submitted for approval, which 
measures would have meant a limitation of the autonomy of the free royal cities

The powers of the inspector general would have been similar to those of the municipal 
Lord lieutenant, introduced in the dualistic era. since he would have chaired over the general 
assembly and the meetings for the re-election of officials, he would have had the authority to 
call to accounts negligent officials, as well as to retroactively examine the legality of elections 

Finally, due to the failure to achieve results by way of several rounds of messages sent 
back and forth between the two Houses, the bill was not submitted to the monarch for the 
royal assent The most important difference of opinion between the two houses concerned 
the granting of the civil rights, the introduction of the institution of the inspector general 
the approval of municipal ordinances and the regulations concerning the powers of cities It 
was not only the Upper House that did not like the liberal-minded bill, but the government 

' tr. since the cities were making every effort to free themselves from the supervision of the 
•nt10. The final regulation of the organisation of cities proved to be a failure, since 

parliamentary envoys only got to the .threshold" of the solution'' N o  agreement was 
i , because the cities were striving to break out from the dependency v The significance 

£th* parliamentary debate was still very high, since they brought to the surface the problems 
municipal structures, which foreshadowed the subsequent realisation that the 

is o f free royal cities would have to  be settled
One can fully agree with the finding of István Kajtár that .in the regulation of municipal 

»nt by way of laws, legal solutions were influenced by very specific, power-related 
considerations'» In m y opinion, this was also characteristic of the later parliamentary 
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debate of the bills concerning free royal cities as well, which manifested itself mo« 
prominently in connection with the act on public municipal authorities

The most important corporate body of cities was the joint meeting of the senate and the 
grand council, called the general assembly (generalis congregatio) The corporate meeting 
of senators was the senate, or minor council, while the third forum was the grand council 
(conunumtai or electa iurata commumtai)  Of course, there were also officials in the cities wtx 
were in charge of the enforcement The fact should not be neglected that in this period pub, 
administration and justice were not separated, which means that course of justice were ai 
operating in the free royal cities’*.

A t the next session of the national assembly summoned in Poxsony (1847), the issue • 
the reform of free royal cilies was raised once again The notion of introducing the pract„ 
of virilism was already raised here, which was only accepted by the legislators m 1870 A 
even more neuralgic point was the regulation of the issue of governmental supervise.p 
Originally, the representatives wanted to pass a much more detailed bill, which include 
provisions on settling down, the regulation of the right of issuing municipal ordinances tl..- 
powers and classifications of cities, the granting of civil rights, the election and voting • 
of representatives, regulations on municipal police and courts of justice, the procedures i. 
the re-election of officials and for conducting the parliamentary elections, as well as settlii 
the issue of the institute of the inspectorate general Such a detailed bill, including as nu. , 
as 170 articles, however, could not be discussed in the spring of 1848, and therefore shun, 
bill consisting o f only 30  articles was crated, which included provisions concerning the most 
important issues only1'.

In  place o f the inspector general they wished to introduce the office of lord mayor tins 
office, however, would hav? largely been different in its name only, having very similar tas» 
and powers as in the bill of 1843 It would have been the right of the monarch to appoint tin« 
lord mayor over one or several cities, who would have been under the direct control of the 
Council o f Governor General The lord mayor would have supervised the system of municipal 
public authority, chaired the general assembly and the council, would have had authority to 
review the administrative practices of the various offices, as well as the right to appoint officials 
in the re-election process The way the scope of powers of the lord mayor is settled shows very 
obvious similarities with the powers o f the lord lieutenant, as set forth in the 1870 act on public 
administration This is why we can say that the introduction o f the office of municipal lord 
lieutenant in the dualistic era was not without antecedents, and in the implementation and 
regulation of this the relationship between the government and the cities played an extremely 
important role.

The laws of 1848 extended the exercise of political rights to all citizens These laws had 
a major impact on the organisation and the legal relations of the municipal authorities and 
caused important changes in them This is particularly true in the light of the fact that in free 
royal cities the municipal and local authority rights were extended to the entire municipal 
population, without any differences The work started by the Diet in the 1843/44 session could 
only be completed in 1848 In Act XX III o f 1848 they could not take over everything from the 
earlier bill, and several characteristic features of municipal life remained unchanged.1*

"  Komordcry. 1974 p  197 2 .6  O n  mayors o f S ie g 'd  m  Ihe reform age. see V asv  198S p  S3» Cf . Bruner. 
S ie ge d  torttoete *  X V W  u t i e d  rtgtt&l * i  »879 ¿ r d o g  ¡The tn to ry  o f  S ieged  rrom  the end  o f  the IB th  te o tu y to

the flood  o f  t a n }  Vo l ll Sieged. 1«99 p  81

"C siim ad ie  1941 p  170
• I  Kejtar. »848 »849 t i  a X/X i/4ia<* m oderrU iiddnt /»848->949 and our 19th ctr>tury modemuaf««"/ 

fogtudoeitinyi KOllOny. M a y  1999. p  196
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Municipalities were placed in three groups on the basis o f the sue of their population 
medium-sited and large cities". The law also contained provisions on the re-election of 

officials, and determined the group of offices subject to election the mayor, the chief justice, 
the captain-general, the lieutenant captain, the councillors, the town clerk, the municipal 
attorney, the keeper of the records, the land magistrates, the municipal accountant, the 
surgeon general and the municipal chief engineer However, the law contained no provisions 
concerning the term of these officers' mandate, nor did it regulate the scope of the council's and 
the general assembly's powers Neither did it contain provisions concerning the organrtation 
of the body of representatives and the election of its members The major advantage o f this 
framework type of legislation over the municipal authorities act was that the organisation of 
Cities were defined independently of the counties We can agree with the conclusion drawn 
by Andor Csumadia that Act XXIII of 1848 .did not lump cities together with counties, as 
later public administration acts do. as it recognised that cities and counties often have very 
functions'* ** Aurêl Hencz also mentions as one of the most important advantage of the act 
that it did not m i* the status of counties and cities, as did the later public administration acts 
(e g Act X III  of 1870) The rules of public administration of 1848 left the earlier territorial units 
of public administration m place, and the territorial divisions that came into being as a result of 
the traditions of public law remained in effect The laws fundamentally settled the relationship 
between the cities, counties and the responsible government in a satisfactory way” The 
new political situation precluded the earlier, feudal type of the operation of local authorities, 
it was necessary to adopt to the endeavours of the government .accordingly, the political 
type of the feudal, privilege-based autonomies vanished in the smelt works o f the bourgeois 
transformation, at the boundary o f the new society”“

During the time of the revolution and the war of independence, parliament removed its 
seat to Debrecen, which determined the local municipal po lie/ ' In accordance with the needs 
o f the revolution, various committees were established The greatest significance of Act XX III of 
1848 was that it based the organisation of cities on the principle of popular representation In 
Debrecen the old general assembly soon gave its place over to the new body of representatives, 
which created the judicial and administrative councils, thus separating the areas of justice and 
public administration They set up the office of the land magistrate, and then the elections 
were held"’ The procedure that took place in Szeged was also similar. The council and the

•  B. SartO» A  tdz-pazpefji p o lç tn  "¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡1  /On the bourg oott nature o f  pubfc a tfM M rafioa/  ta Ferenc 
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*04141> /op  U J M y o i i t  aipettusAbOl ¡ If f o m  /or tertfement pltnrung m  Hungtry from  (A * aspect o f  I«pel
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i  A nd  Autonom y CentrstnAtm n » n d to csl Autonom y m th ototond  hot/o f t fw t9 tfu tM ^ y ]  In  JenA G4tgaty

t Autondmuk Magyarorszkgon 1848 1998 (Autonomies »  Hungary 1848 1998) Budapest. 2004  p  11-14 

"  More on  the organisation o f the war ot »dependence from Debrecen, the task* o f pubbe edmmrsJreOon and 
•he Operation o f the national assembly SiaOO 1948 p 609

“ taw  14-ZZ Tamks Antal proved«* a more delated discussion ol the re election ol tSe oMwers and Be 
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general assembly were in charge of administering the city. The latter was called the body 
representatives, because in addition to the officials, the majority of its members were poison, 
elected on the basis of the principle of popular representation’’.

The introduction of the system of parliamentary government (Act III of 1848) necessitated 
the maintenance of municipal authorities. It has become necessary to bring these in harmony 
with the institution of the responsible government, which could only be realised in its entuct, 
after the legislation of 1848 in Act XLII of 1870/*

The enforcement of Act XXIII of 1848 raised several problems This was only 
framework type of legislation, which gave opportunities to the emergence of particularities 
In the opinion o f Béla Sarlós, the act was „of bourgeois nature in all of its provisions’' “ 
significance of new laws in 1848 concerning local authorities was that they ..created i v  
foundations of a  bourgeois public administration, and in the free royal cities as well as Ml 
towns of settled (organised) councils, they introduced an entirely bourgeois type of publ 
administration"“. According to István Kajtár, in 1848 it was only the foundations of moden 
municipal administration that were laid He justified this statement by reference to the la< • 
that the establishment o f the system of bourgeois local government raised a  host of practical 
and legal problems The reform of the cities remained not only o f „framework type", but also 
incomplete A  lot of earlier, feudal institutions survived In his opinion, „in 1848-49 we car 
only reckon with a bourgeois type of municipal administration that was under construction 
since with the mere declaration o f the foundations and the outlining of the frameworks 
clearly bourgeois legal system of municipal administration could not have taken a firm shapi 
yet“ "  This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the municipal authorities act already 
contained detailed provisions concerning the organisation of cities, thereby filling in the gaps 
left In 1848.

The revolution prevented the legislators in 1848 to flesh out the individual provisions with 
detailed content. The act was hardly translated into practice at all, since after the fall of tin- 
war of independence, the new achievements of public administration were also swept away 
The government commissioners, by way of limiting the rights of self government, also hindered 
the enforcement of this act10.

The government commissioners were representatives o f the central power, who 
supervised administration of cities with a certain regularity”. This institution was a layer 
between the government and the local authorities, which carried out its tasks in accordance

' *  Rustoly. 1984 p  8  11. 14, 17-38 , J Ruwoly. A V iro l éí potgira  V jloga lo ll Ir iio k  Siegedrb l / T h é o ti 
o i l i n ' Sele< le d  writmgi on  Sieged/  Sreged. 1999 p  7
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with the objectives of the government“ . The minister of the interior used this possibility 
because the question of providing superintendence was not properly regulated Often a 
commissioner of regional scope o f authority was subsequently given nationwide powers 
(e.g. Count Kázmér Batthyány)'*. The centralisation efforts of the government were manifested 
In the creation of the institute of government commissioners, whose chief task was to solve 
problems arising due to the deficiencies of the system of public administration In the interest 
o f the above, government commissioners were given broad powers u  As a result, the cities 
regarded the activities of government commissioners with quite a bit of resentment, similar to 
the later introduced lord-lieutenancy.

After the fall of the war of independence, the organisation of cities was regulated in a 
peculiar way. which was in line with the arrangements and purposes of neoabsolutism. The 
Hapsburg Empire aimed at creating a centralised system of public administration With the 
advancing of Wmdischgratz, royal commissioners appeared in the cities They did not eliminate 
the earlier bodies of public administration, but did reorganise the way they operated They 
counted on the support of the elite loyal to the dynasty. This system partly meant a step back 
from the provisions of Act XXIII of 1848, since they instituted appointment-based organs in 
place o f elected bodies This period was characterised by a large degree of centralisation and 
legal overregulation. The scope of powers o f cities was significantly curtailed in comparison 
with earlier times, while the powers of the supervising authorities were broadened

In Haynau's period of military rule, the country was placed under military administration 
with the system of civilian public administration abolished and the country divided into five 
military regions In his ordinance, minister of the interior Bach urged the introduction of 
the statute of 1849. and he also wanted to effect several statutes to be issued for the most 
important cities The provisional rules introduced in 1849 placed the free royal cities under 
the supervision of the lord-lieutenant, which meant a step back from the earlier system in 
the administration of cities In his general order of 1850. Geringer established administrative 
regions with Pozsony (today's Bratislava). Kassa (Kosice). Sopron and Nagyvárad (Oradea) as 
their seats O n the top of the Hungarian public administration was the lieutenant-governor 
The majority of free royal cities were governed by the county chiefs, while those listed above 
were under the supervision of the regional lord lieutenants.n The appointed official was 

nsible for mediating the will of the central administration toward several counties, as 
.1 as ensured that it was enforced Its powers included the appointment and dismissal of 

ipal officials, exercising disciplinary rights, suspending unreliable officials, supervising the 
of the officials in the district, promulgating the provisions of the government, as well as 
ing decisions concerning complaints submitted against organs of public administration *  

The regions were subdivided into counties, each of which was headed by a county chief At the 
St level of public administration were the districts, with the district commissioners having 

title o f magistrates of administration*'.
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Neoabsolutism by and large eliminated the foundations of the bourgeois pUb„t 
administration, still in its early state of development, but it should be noted that some of t 
elements were later utilised by the re organising municipal administration. With the treat,0„ 
of financial administration, the development of specialised public administrative functio-. 
started. Separate rules applied to state officials The body of civil servants was established 0r 
the basis of the Austrian model Foreign administrative officials were brought to the country 
who were familiar with the new rules and were able to .think in the way of the empire 
The objective was to create a layer of administrative officials representing the Austrian 
o f thinking, in the interest of which they have defined new rules of qualification-  A part 
municipal administration became more specialised and more organised”.

Geringer wanted to establish a committee whose task was to settle the status o’ 
cities A provisional draft (Provisorische Instruction zur Regelung des Gemeindewesens 
den königlichen Freistadten und in den ubringen Gemeinden mit geregelten Magistraten 
Kronlande Ungarn) was prepared in 1851. and was entered into effect. They introduced the 
principle of virilism, which was aimed at protecting the interest of the wealthy layers ’h 
change also remained in bourgeois system of public administration, and became an importár: 
factor in the formation of the general assembly40

Cities were divided into two groups The first one included the five seats of tm- 
abovementioned regions, with all other cities in the second group. The seats were remove, 
from the supervision o f the district and county authorities and placed directly undei th. 
supervision of the regional lord lieutenant Mayors were appointed to lead each city“

The .resurrection" o f Hungarian local authorities already started with the issuance o‘ r v  
October Diploma in 1860 The foundation was this was provided by the regulations of Ib48 
but due to the protraction of the process of the compromise the reform of the cities could r  : 
take place as quickly as would have been necessitated by the system of public administration 

During the provisional government of Schmerling, they once again created bodies consisting 
of appointed members, and placed the cities under the supervision of the Council of Governor 
General4'  The provisional rules, restoring in effect the system of public administration of the 
1850s, entered into effect on 5 November 1861 The significance of the acts of 1848 is also shown 
by the fact that Hungarian constitutionality was restored after 1861, which also included the 
modernisation o f 1 8 4 8  It was subsequently that the political negotiations started as a result o* 
which the public law construct of the compromise was achieved41

In the neoabsolutist era, the city of Debrecen was deprived of m ost of its rights of self- 
government and government commissioners were appointed to run the city The . C ív i s  City* 
was made part of the Nagyvárad region, and then became a centre itself. With the exception 
of the council, which was placed under the control of the lord lieutenant, the corporate bodies 
o f the city were abolished. The justice system and the financial management of the city were
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reorganised“  The city of Szeged was also made part o f the Nagyvárad region, which was 
under the supervision of the chief commissioner. Some citizens o f Szeged wanted their city 
also to receive privileges similar to those of Debrecen, however, their wish was not granted 
The blueprint for the modernisation o f public administration in Szeged was drawn up by Antal 
Gartner (clerk at the Council o f Governor General), on the basis o f which the organisational 
units of the council were created.“  After 1861 it was also the general assembly and the 
council that provided for the most important tasks The general assembly based on popular 
representation was abolished, and councillors received their position by way of appointment 
Some free royal cities (including Szeged and Debrecen) created bye-laws (standing orders), the 
provisions of which were taken into consideration in the reorganisation efforts of 1872. This was 
the period when the cities attempted to counter the absolutistic control exercised over them 
Legislation always paid attention to the existing political situation These power relations were 
closely linked to the compromise of 1867. One could also observe the enforcement of certain 
power-related, political licenses.

The creation o f the new public administration act was a pressing issue due to the 
framework nature of Act XXIII of 1848, as well as the state organisation of the compromise. 
The legislative provisions had to be drafted in such a w ay that the cities should not be able 
to used their licenses against the government. This requirement was realised by way of Act 
Kill of 1870, which meant a curtailment of the rights o f local authorities. The cities, however, 
•emforced their role as constitutional defenders

Poor to the Act o f 1870 (on municipal administration) there were a few legal institutions 
;hat had an effect on the public administration of the dualistic era The earlier system of public 
administration could not be ignored, in fact, the provisions laid down in the acts of 1848 served 
as the point of departure from which the reform of public administration and the process 
leading to the adoption o f the municipal administration act could be started.
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